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**AIMS**

I would like to share how we have structured and used **SharePoint** along with **Sway** to create a digital learning hub to support staff and students in day to day teaching.
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**OUR STARTING POINT**

We felt it was important that any use of technology had to have a positive impact on Teaching & Learning. As a Curriculum Leader I was looking for –

- Creative ways to streamline access to resources for staff
- Develop and maintain consistency of teaching practice across groups
- Allow students to access projects away from the classroom reflecting 21st Century ways of working. Supporting other teaching areas
- Develop Parental Engagement
- Raise the profile of how important the arts are in children's education. Especially in light of the proposed *Educational Funding changes in Cheshire East*
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We reviewed what we would like in our SharePoint page and agreed on –

- Ease of access and navigation
- Visual and dynamic
- Supports Home Learning & Literacy
- Link to other websites
- Self contained as a digital hub that can be easily updated and managed year on year

**ART DEPARTMENT HOME PAGE**

- **Gov**
- **Staff**
- **KS3 + 4 Learning**
- **Sixth Form Learning**
- **Departments**

**KS3 HUB**

**KS4 HUB**

**HAL HUB** (Gifted & Talented)
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SET HOME LEARNING VIA CALENDAR
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EXAMPLES OF STUDENT WORK & LITERACY
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**ASSESSMENT CRITERIA & LEARNING OBJECTIVES**

**EMBEDDED VIDEOS**

*Progress in Art - How you can develop your ideas*

**ALSAGER SCHOOL**

*an achieving school: a caring community*
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**SUPPORTING RESOURCES CREATING A DIGITAL HUB**

**Sway**

**Alsager School**

an achieving school: a caring community
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Top Tips!

1) Work as a team to identify what will support the progress of your students. Involve others in the process and share approaches, helps to embed any change.

2) Sign up to the Microsoft Educator Community! A great way to learn for free and to make fantastic connections to other educators and wonderful Microsoft support

Q&A & THANK YOU